
Gadgets: Lazy Functional Componentsfor Graphical User InterfacesRob Noble and Colin Runcimanemail: frjn,coling@minster.york.ac.ukDept. of Computer Science, University of York, UKAbstract. We describe a process extension to a lazy functional pro-gramming system, intended for applications with graphical user inter-faces (GUIs). In the extended language, dynamically-created processescommunicate by asynchronous message passing. We illustrate the use ofthe language, including as an extended example a simple board gamein which squares are implemented as concurrent processes. We also de-scribe a window manager, itself implemented in the extended functionallanguage.Keywords: functional language, processes, concurrency, window man-ager, Gofer.1 Introduction and MotivationMost of the time, elements of a graphical user interface (GUI) operate inde-pendently. For example, a menu doesn't interact with the rest of the programuntil the user selects an option. The user can highlight options, open up furthermenus or move the menu around the screen, all without doing anything thatshould concern any other element of the program. Popular languages such as Cdo not readily lend themselves to the job of programming interfaces like these.Programs end up contorted by event-polling loops or a multitude of callbackfunctions.The Fudgets [CH93] system has shown that lazy functional languages haveadvantages over imperative languages when it comes to writing programs withGUIs. Fudgets interact with each other by message passing. A Fudget may havea representation on the screen, or may just work in the background (an abstractFudget). Fudgets are linked or composed by combinators that also specify theirrelative layout. Each Fudget may have a private state associated with it. Alibrary of useful Fudgets ranges from simple integer displayers to a completetext editor. It is simple to piece together these building blocks into a programwith a graphical user-interface. Aside from the interface, the rest of the programmay also take advantage of conceptual concurrency by being implemented acrossa number of abstract Fudgets.However, each Fudget has only a single input and a single output throughwhich to pass messages. Multiple channels of communication must be multi-plexed explicitly. A Fudget has a pair of channels for I/O (eg. the screen rep-resentation) that are multiplexed automatically by the combinators. However,



the general connections of a program are more varied, and any change in thecommunication will need the multiplexing to be re-worked. A further e�ect ofthis restriction is that the layout combinators can only place together Fudgetsthat have a channel of communication between them.1.1 Improving on FudgetsWe have extended a lazy functional language to support concurrent execution ofcomponent processes. Like Fudgets, these processes communicate through typedchannels, but we have removed the restriction to single channels. In our GadgetGofer system programs with a GUI may be written. Not only are applicationprograms written in Gadget Gofer, but the window manager is too. We havedeveloped a basic library of useful interface Gadgets (buttons, windows, etc.)and functions for glueing Gadgets together.As a brief example of what can be done, Fig. 1 shows the program and screenimage of an up-down bargraph display. It is simpli�ed slightly; Sect. 4.3 gives acomplete version. Both button and bargraph are de�ned in a Gadget library;these are not calls to an existing C library.updown :: Gadgetupdown =wire $ \u ->wire $ \d ->let b1 = button (\x->x+1) (op u) upArrowb2 = button (\x->x-1) (op d) downArrowbg = bargraph [ip u,ip d] inwrap (b1 <|> bg <|> b2)Fig. 1. An up-down bargraph display.In Sect. 2 we describe our extended language. In Sect. 4 we see how wehave used the language to implement programs with graphical user interfaces.Section 5 describes the screen manager. A longer example program is given inSect. 6. Some issues of the implementation are discussed in Sect. 7. Section 8briey reviews related work. Section 9 concludes and suggests future work.2 ComponentsPrograms are networks of processes that communicate by message passing. Pro-cesses have input and output pins that are connected together with wires thatconvey the messages. This makes a diagram of the processes in a program look



like a circuit of electronic components, hence we call processes with pins com-ponents. A component may have any number of input and output pins. Messagepassing is asynchronous. Wires act like bu�ers, holding a queue of messages.Messages can be any �rst class value and are passed unevaluated. So functions,wires or even processes themselves may be passed as messages.Prede�ned components that implement I/O devices provide a means to com-municate with the user. For example, the mouse component has a single outputpin that delivers mouse-click messages.2.1 Component De�nitionsThe exact de�nition of primitive Wire and Process types is not important here.It is enough to know that a process is of type Process s where s is the typeof a state value kept by the process. A wire of type Wire a will pass messagesof type a only. Any attempt to send a message of the wrong type along a wirewill result in a static type error. The pins of a component can be seen in itstype. For example a component that has one input pin for messages of type Intand one output pin for messages of type Char has type In Int -> Out Char ->Component.2.2 The Continuation Passing StyleOne of the strengths of lazy functional languages is that the programmer canordinarily abstract away from order of evaluation. In de�ning the operation of acomponent however, we need to state the order in which messages are sent andreceived. To do this we use the continuation passing style (CPS, described in[Kar81, HS88]). To avoid deeply nested brackets in continuations a right associ-ative operator $ for function application is useful: we write f $ g $ h insteadof f (g h).2.3 Message TransmissionThe function tx transmits a message from a component:tx :: Out m -> m -> Process s -> Process sExample: A simple component with one output pin sends the message \HelloWorld!" before ending using the primitive end :: Process s.component :: Out String -> Componentcomponent o = tx o "Hello World!" $ endThe style may look imperative and sequential. But there is no loss of referen-tial transparency and it is only the parts in which the order of I/O is importantthat use continuation-based sequencing.



2.4 Message ReceptionBecause message passing is asynchronous and a component may have more thanone input pin, we cannot tell where the next message will arrive from. A non-deterministic choice must be made when accepting the next message received.How can we introduce non-deterministic choice, whilst maintaining the referen-tial transparency that is fundamental to a lazy functional language? We intro-duce a primitive that is like a restricted form of the ALT construct of Occam orselect in PICT [PRT93]. The primitive is from, and is used only with anotherprimtive, rx:from :: In m -> (m -> Process s) -> Guarded srx :: [Guarded s] -> Process sThe function rx takes a list of guarded continuations of the form:from i $ cwhere i is an input pin and c :: m -> Process s is the continuation thatwill be used if the next message is of type m and from pin i. Making guardedcontinuations an abstract type ensures that from cannot be used outside of anrx construct, and that only guarded continuations can be used inside. The rxprimitive waits for a message to arrive on a pin, then picks the �rst guardedcontinuation that matches that pin. Referential transparency is maintained be-cause the choice of pin to receive from is made outside the functional program,by the rx primitive.Example: Figure 2 shows a component that implements a memory cell. A mes-sage received on one input pin causes the value stored to be emitted from thesingle output pin. A message on the other input pin replaces the stored value.memory :: m -> In m -> In t -> Out m -> Componentmemory s i t o =claim i $claim t $m s wherem s =rx [from i $ \s' -> m s',from t $ \_ -> tx o s $ m s]
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Fig. 2. A memory cell component.The claim primitive is used by components to declare that they will re-ceive messages from a particular wire. Components are sometimes passed wires



that they do not receive messages on, because they pass the wire on to an-other component. In this case, the component does not claim the wire. At theimplementation level, a claim enables a simpler and more e�cient schedulingalgorithm to be used.2.5 Composing ComponentsComponents are often de�ned as compositions of other components. For this weuse two more primitive functions:wire :: (Wire a -> Process s) -> Process sspawn :: Process a -> Process s -> Process swhere wire generates a new wire, passing it to its continuation argument, andspawn creates a new process out of the given process function. Generating anew wire or process requires a new value of the world state to be calculated,to which only processes have access. Therefore a composition of processes mustitself be created by a process. Often this composing process exists only longenough to wire together and \switch on" the constituents of a composition. Theassembled components remain separate as far as process scheduling is concerned,but appear from the outside to be a single component.Example: Two memory components can be composed to form a memory storingtwo values, both released by the same trigger. Figure 3 shows the de�nition andwiring diagram. The principal tools used here are the primitives wire (to obtaina new wire) and spawn (to create a new process). A wire has two ends. Applyingthe function ip (or op) to a wire yields the end attached to an input (or output)pin.two_memory :: m -> n -> In m -> In n ->In t -> Out m -> Out n -> Componenttwo_memory s1 s2 i1 i2 t o1 o2 =wire $ \a ->wire $ \b ->spawn (tee t (op a) (op b)) $spawn (memory s1 i1 (ip a) o1) $spawn (memory s2 i2 (ip b) o2) $end
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Fig. 3. A composition of three components.2.6 Duplex WiresWires communicate messages in one direction only, but often two-way commu-nication is required. It is convenient to de�ne a type Duplex a b of paired wiresthat communicate messages of type a in one direction and of type b in the other.



type InOut a b = (In a, Out b)type Duplex a b = (InOut a b, InOut b a)The duplex function supplies a new duplex wire and is de�ned in terms ofwire:duplex :: (Duplex a b -> Process s) -> Process sduplex c =wire $ \x ->wire $ \y ->c ((ip x,op y),(ip y,op x))2.7 Some Useful Higher-Order FunctionsWe call a function of type Process s -> Process s an action because it de-scribes one action in the operation of a process. When combined with a con-tinuation, an action forms a complete process. Some actions pass on a value andhave the type:(r -> Process s) -> Process sThey must be applied to a continuation that expects a value of type r.The higher-order functions sequence and accumulate are two of many usefulglue functions:sequence :: [Process s -> Process s] -> Process s -> Process saccumulate :: [(r->Process s) -> Process s] ->([r] -> Process s) -> Process sGiven a list of actions that don't pass on a value, and a continuation c, sequenceperforms the actions in the list one after another, then continues with c. Givena list of actions that do pass on a value, and a continuation c, accumulateperforms the actions in the list one after another, storing each value passed on,then continues with c applied to the list of values collected.2.8 Components With Lists of PinsWhat if we want to de�ne a component with several pins of the same type, but wewon't know how many until the component is used in a program? A componentcan take a list of pins as argument. When receiving a message from one of a list ofpins, the froms function is a useful alternative to from. Instead of a single inputpin, froms expects a list of input pins each paired with some information thatwill be useful when responding to a message. The continuation given to fromsexpects a message (as with from) plus another value | the information that waspaired with the corresponding input pin. For example, the tag component takesa list of input pins and a single output pin. It copies messages from any of theinput pins to the output pin, pairing the message with an index number thatindicates which pin the message arrived on.



tag :: [In m] -> Out (Int,m) -> Componenttag is o = sequence (map claim is) $ twheret = rx [froms (zip is [1..]) $ \m i -> tx o (i,m) $ t]3 The Program EnvironmentAll but the simplest of components are given a connection to a component calledthe operating system (OS) when they are created. Connections to resources suchas a display screen are then obtained via the OS. A component with a connectionto the OS is called a System component.4 GadgetsAGadget is a component with an image on the screen. The image displays outputfrom the Gadget. Mouse-clicks over the image generate input messages to theGadget. Gadgets are hierarchical (the area occupied by a Gadget can containfurther, smaller Gadgets) and may overlap on the screen (Gadget images are atbut may be placed at di�erent depths). The screen hardware provides only a two-dimensional picture, gives no support for sharing the screen between multipleGadgets, and cannot route user-input to the relevant Gadget. Instead, a screenmanager component (SM) provides these facilites. It has one duplex connectionto the screen and one duplex connection to each Gadget. When a Gadget sendsa message to the SM, it can be thought of as communicating directly with itsimage on the screen.Gadgets too can be de�ned directly or as a composition. In both cases, thewire connections to the SM are made implicitly and communication with theSM occurs without explicitly referring to these wires (using txSM and fromSMfunctions). This is possible because the SM wires are hidden within the statevalue held by the Gadget.4.1 Gadget CompositionsAs well as describing the connections between Gadgets, a Gadget compositionmust also de�ne the relative layout of the Gadgets on the screen. This is normallyachieved using layout combinators such as <-> and <|>:<->, <|> :: Gadget -> Gadget -> Gadgetthat place Gadgets side-by-side (centred vertically) and one above the other(centred horizontally), respectively. Other combinators provide, for example, ho-rizontal placement with Gadgets aligned at the top. Figure 4 shows a compositionof a button and a bargraph. The composed Gadget operates like a bargraph, buthas a button beside it that resets the bargraph to the lowest level. This is like acomponent composition, but instead of spawning the Gadgets to be combined,they are composed with the layout combinator <-> and wrapped in a box largeenough to hold the two.



resetable_bargraph :: [Int -> Int] -> Gadgetresetable_bargraph is =wire $ \r ->let b = button (op r)(const 0) blankg = bargraph (ip r:is) inwrap (b <-> g) resetable_bargraph

bargraph
button

Fig. 4. A Resettable Bargraph.4.2 Gadget AttributesGadgets have attributes such as width, height and colour. With many attributesto set, passing them all as arguments could lead to clutter and confusion. Evenwith only the attributes of width, height and colour a button application mightbe:button (op w) Click 50 60 cwhere \Click" is the message the button sends when clicked, \50" is the width,\60" is the height and \c" a colour. With only three attributes the button has�ve parameters, and it must be remembered which parameter controls each one.Instead, suppose we de�ne an algebraic type that speci�es all a Gadget'sparameters, and assume that the Gadget has a default value of these attributes.We can pass the gadget a function to alter the default value. Take the buttonfor example:button :: (ButtonAttributes -> ButtonAttributes) ->Out m -> m -> GadgetThis is the default Gadget. It must be applied to some attribute-changing func-tion before it becomes a Gadget. To leave the attributes at the default, we applythe default Gadget to the function id. Alternatively, attribute modifying func-tions may be composed and used to alter the attributes. For example, a buttonof default width and colour, but with a height of 100 and a momentary action(ie. the button pops out again when the mouse button is released):button (height 100.buttonMomentary) (op w) ClickSome aspects of a Gadget's operation are peculiar to the type of Gadget andhave no sensible default value (eg. for a button, the output wire and message), sothese values are separate parameters to the Gadget. Some Gadget attributes arespeci�c to a particular Gadget (eg. buttonMomentary) but can have a defaultvalue. Others are common to many Gadgets (eg. width and height), and wewould like to use the same name regardless of the particular type of Gadget.Here the type classes of Haskell prove useful [HHPJW94]. Attributes are made



a type class, of which an attribute type such as ButtonAttributes is an instance.Each type of Gadget de�nes its own overloaded versions of common modi�erssuch as width to alter its particular attribute datatype. Modi�ers for attributesspeci�c to a particular Gadget are not overloaded.4.3 A Gadget ProgramWe are now in a position to look back at the updown bargraph display �rstintroduced in Sect. 1.1 and see how it works. Figure 5 gives the complete version.updown :: Gadgetupdown =wire $ \u ->wire $ \d ->let b1 = button (picture upArrow) (op u) (\x->x+1)b2 = button (picture downArrow) (op d) (\x->x-1)bg = bargraph id [ip u,ip d] inwrap id (b1 <|> bg <|> b2)
button buttonbargraph

Fig. 5. The Wiring of updown.Two wires, u and d, carry messages from each button to the bargraph display.The messages sent each time a button is clicked are functions of type Int ->Int that alter the current level of the bargraph. Altering the level with functionsinstead of simply stating a new level is more exible and reduces the number ofcomponents required. It would be a simple matter to add a further button, forexample, to reset the level to zero (as in Sect. 4.1).The <|> combinator takes two Gadgets and places them one above the other.Layout components continue to exist throughout the life of the program, in casethe Gadgets need to be re-positioned | eg. when a Gadget changes size. A layoutcomponent has no screen area of its own, but relies on a container supplied bywrap to hold the neighbouring Gadgets. By default, wrap supplies a blank box tocontain its Gadget parameter, but the default can be changed with the pictureattribute modi�er, as used by the buttons.5 The Screen ManagerRather than provide an interface to an imperative window manager such asThe X Windows System, we chose to program a screen manager in GadgetGofer. Our motivation for doing this was to move the boundary between thefunctional and imperative worlds a step closer towards the hardware, increasingthe applicability of functional languages, and to avoid the design constraints of



another programming paradigm (eg. event-polling loops or callbacks). Besides,others have already produced interfaces between lazy functional languages andimperative window managers (eg. [CH93, AvGP92, RS93, Sin92]).Our aim is to hide the work involved in sharing the screen between layersof images (eg. redrawing images that become uncovered) from the Gadget pro-grammer. A Gadget's connection to the SM may be viewed as a connection tothe image itself. A new drawing sent to the image (really to the SM) changesthe way it is displayed. Mouse-clicks or key-presses arrive (as if) from the image.We use the term image rather than window because these areas are used for avariety of interface items such as icon buttons, windows and window containers.The SM manages images in a hierarchy | a Gadget's image is created withinthe image of its parent. The Gadget end of the duplex wire connecting Gadget toSM is hidden within the Gadget state automatically when the Gadget is created.Rather than sending actual drawing commands to the screen area, a Gadgetsends a drawing function that the SM applies to size and placement values togenerate a list of drawing commands. The bene�t is that the SM can automat-ically redraw screen areas that become exposed without the need for furthercommunication with relevant Gadgets.type DrawFun = Size -> Placement -> [ScreenCmnd]type Size = (Int,Int)type Placement = (Coord,Coord)type Coord = (Int,Int)Examples of ScreenCmnds are DrawLine (Coord,Coord), DrawSetColourColour, and DrawText Coord String. The Size argument of a DrawFun in-dicates the size of the Gadget's screen area. The Placement argument indicatesthe position of a rectangle within the screen area that needs redrawing. When theSM uses a DrawFun, it only draws part of the area if another area is overlapping.The DrawFun can use the placement information to speed redrawing by �lteringout commands that draw outside of the required region. If a DrawFun returnscommands that draw outside of the required region they are clipped away.Sending a new DrawFun results in the whole screen area of a Gadget beingredrawn. In cases where only a small change is being made (eg. one extra lineadded) the Gadget may send a DrawFun that draws only what is being added.The SM redraws the screen areas front-most �rst1. A list of rectangles thatneed redrawing, rs, is maintained. Initially rs contains one rectangle the sizeof the whole screen. As each window is redrawn, the rectangle it occupies issubtracted from rs. The intersection of the position of a screen area with rsgives the placement argument for its DrawFun. The intersection may consist ofmore than one rectangle so the DrawFun may be called several times. But onlythe SM is involved, not the Gadget that supplied the DrawFun.1 The method is based on an unpublished algorithm due to Roger Took



5.1 Gadget Layout ManagementGadgets can specify their position relative to a corner of their parent's screenarea, but they need not know about their on-screen neighbours. Decisions abouttheir position are delegated to layout components (already described in Sect. 4.1).A parent Gadget speci�es the layout of its children by wiring them to a layoutmanager using layout combinators. Gadgets with their respective layout man-agers are connected in an ancestral tree. At the top of the tree is the OS, as itowns the root window and is responsible for creating any program Gadgets theuser wants to run.When a program starts, layout managers collect a description of each imagethey are responsible for, package them together, and pass them up the tree. Atthe root of the tree this information is passed to the SM, where it forms theinitial image data structure held by the SM. A Gadget may change the size ofits image, sending the new size up the layout tree: this may a�ect the size ofancestors too (for example, if a Gadget is wrapped in a box that stretches to �tits contents), and several Gadgets may need to be repositioned. These changesare all handled transparently by the layout managers.5.2 Gadget ConnectionsThe SM, OS and layout wires of a Gadget are provided by its parent when aGadget is created. They are kept in a hidden state and used by library functionssuch as setSize that sends new-size messages to the SM and the Gadget's layoutmanager.In addition, a Gadget has connections speci�c to the job it performs. Typic-ally, these pins are wired by the next level up the Gadget hierarchy. For example,in the updown bargraph display of Sect. 4.3, the wires u and d are connected bythe parent, updown. Abstraction allows the programmer to forget about most ofthe wiring, concentrating on the main application wires only.6 A Longer Example: Grid Explode!6.1 The GameThe game of Grid Explode is played on a rectangular grid of cells. Each playerhas a supply of stones of a unique colour. Players take turns placing a stone intoany cell that does not already contain another player's stones. The neighboursof a cell are the cells above, below, to the left and to the right of the cell. Thecapacity of a cell is the number of neighbours it has. If the total number of stonesin a cell remains below the capacity after a player places a stone into it, thenthe turn is over and it is the next player's turn. When a cell reaches its capacity,it explodes invading each of its neighbours with one stone. A stone invading acell turns any occupants to its colour, and may cause further explosions. Theturn is over when all cells are below their capacity. A player wins if his or hermove results in perpetual explosions or the explosions cease leaving every cellcontaining at least one stone of their colour.



6.2 The Gadget VersionThe Gadget version assumes two players only. The picture on the right-hand sideof Fig. 6 shows an example screen image. Each cell is a gadget, with a duplexconnection for each of its four sides. This is the type of a Grid Gadget with fourduplex wires, one for each side:InOut m m -> InOut m m -> InOut m m -> InOut m m -> GadgetA higher-order function, grid, wires grid Gadgets to their neighbours and placesthem in a grid on the screen:grid :: [InOut m m] -> [InOut m m] -> [InOut m m] -> [InOut m m] ->[[InOut m m -> InOut m m -> InOut m m -> InOut m m -> Gadget]]-> Gadgetgrid takes a list of duplex connections for each side of the grid and a list of rowsof grid Gadgets. In this application, we do not use the edge connections in thegrid, so give a list of (nci,nco) values for each edge, where nci and nco arespecial values of type In a and Out a, respectively, indicating that a pin is anot-connected input or output. In the main explode game function, we set thecapacity of cells and wire them to a referee component, then pass all the cellsto grid. The cells are wired as shown on the left-hand side of Fig. 6.
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Fig. 6. The Programmer and Player Views of the GridTo achieve a similar wiring in the Fudgets system would require a signi�cantamount of multiplexing. Our initial design of the Explode game did not foreseethe need for a referee component, so the links were added at a later stage. Anew duplex pin was added to the cell and wired to the referee by a partialapplication of each cell function, before passing the resulting grid Gadgets togrid. To modify the wiring in this way with Fudgets would require the Fudgetequivalent of grid to be completely re-written.Stones are transmitted in messages to adjacent cells when an explosion oc-curs. Each cell knows when it has been clicked, how many stones it contains (if



any) and what colour they are, but knows nothing about the other cells in thegrid. There are three problems to solve in this distributed implementation: (1)How does a cell determine what a click represents (ie. which player)? (2) How istermination detected? (3) How is the next player prevented from moving untilthe explosions from the previous move have completed?To solve these problems each cell has a further duplex connection to a refereethat negotiates the players turns and decides when a player has won. Cells sendthe referee messages of type Notify:data Notify = ClickOver (Maybe Player)| Bonk (Maybe Player)| Boom Int (Maybe Player)A ClickOver message indicates the colour of any stones already within thecell; a \Boom n c" message indicates an explosion, where n is the number ofneighbouring cells exploded into and c is the colour of any stones previouslyin the cell; a cell that receives a stone, but does not explode, sends a \Bonk c"message, where c is the colour of any stones previously in the cell. The cell(Fig. 7) remembers its contents with a state value of type Maybe (Player,Int)where Maybe a = Yes a | None indicating that either the contents is emptywith \None", or that there are n stones belonging to player p with \Yes (p,n)".The referee (Fig. 8) sends cells Rulings:data Ruling = Invasion Player | ClearSmokeThe referee remembers whose turn it is and when a cell sends a message saying ithas been clicked and currently contains colour c, the referee checks that the moveis valid, and if so returns an Invasion ruling, but otherwise makes no response.The referee is able to tell that explosions have ceased by keeping a tally. Onreceipt of a \Boom n c", it increases the tally by n-1; On receipt of a \Bonk c",it decreases the tally by one. When the tally reaches zero, the explosions havestopped, exploded cells are sent a ClearSmokemessage and the next player maytake a turn. To detect the end of the game the referee keeps a count of how manycells contain stones of each colour and which cells have exploded this move.7 Implementation Outline7.1 Communication Between ComponentsWe have already seen that components are programmed using CPS. As well asenforcing an order on the operations of a component, the continuation functionsalso maintain a state for the process. Each continuation function, or Action,is able to modify this state | it is a state-transformer (ST). The state valueconsists of two or three parts:1. the world of the component | a record of communications between thiscomponent and others. The world state is hidden in the de�nition of a com-ponent and not directly accessible. Special primitive ST's describe message



cell :: Int -> InOut Ruling Notify ->Invade -> Invade -> Invade -> Invade -> Gadgetcell capacity (fromReferee,toReferee) l t r b =wire $ \d ->wire $ \c ->giveImage (button (pictureIn (ip d)) (op c) ()) $let draw = op dclick = ip ccell' o =let neighbours = [l,t,r,b]invasion p o =let (op,n') = case o ofNone -> (None,1)Yes (p,n) -> (Yes p,n+1) intx draw (stones p n') $if n' < capacity thentx toReferee (Bonk op) $cell' (Yes (p,n'))elsetx draw boom $tx toReferee (Boom capacity op) $sequence [tx n p | (_,n) <- neighbours] $cell' None inrx [from click $ \_ ->let o' = case o ofNone -> NoneYes (p,_) -> Yes p intx toReferee (ClickOver o') $cell' o,from fromReferee $ \m -> case m ofInvasion p -> invasion p oClearSmoke -> tx draw blank $ cell' o,froms neighbours $ \p _ ->invasion p o]inclaim fromReferee $claim click $sequence (map (claim.fst) [l,t,r,b]) $cell' None Fig. 7. The Operation of cell De�ned.



referee :: [InOut Notify Ruling] -> Out Turn -> Componentreferee cs turn =sequence (map (claim.fst) cs) $tx turn (Turn Black) $ p Black 0 everyone [] ihwherep::Player->Int->[CellID]->[CellID]->[(Player,Int)]->Componentp c t b s h =rx [froms cs $ \r toCell ->let newcount h o n = map (adj (+1) n.adj (\x->x-1) o) hadj _ None h = hadj f (Yes np) (p,n) = (p,if p==np then f n else n)t' = t - 1 incase r ofClickOver v ->if (v == None || v == Yes c) && t == 0 thentx turn NoTurn $tx toCell (Invasion c) $p c 1 b s helse p c t b s hBonk pc -> let h' = newcount h pc (Yes c)s' = s \\ [toCell] inif t' == 0 thenif (any (==nc) (map snd h')) thentx turn (Win c) $endelselet c' = opponent c intx turn (Turn c') $sequence [tx e ClearSmoke | e <- s'] $p c' 0 everyone [] h'else p c t' b s' h'Boom n pc -> let b' = b \\ [toCell] inif b' == [] then tx turn (Win c) $ endelse p c (t'+n) b' (toCell:s) (newcount h pc None)]everyone = map snd csih = zip players (repeat 0)nc = length csFig. 8. The Operation of referee De�ned.



transmission or reception by returning an altered world state. When a pro-cess is executed the changes in world state result in the I/O described beingperformed.If we can ensure that only a single world state is in existence at any one time,then the primitive I/O functions can safely update the world value in-place.A similar optimisation is discussed in [PJW93].2. the part used to record default wire connections in certain types of compon-ent (for example, the OS, SM and layout connections in a Gadget). These arehidden from component de�nitions but may be read or altered by the com-ponent. The type of this part of the state is the parameter to the Processtype.3. an optional part maintained at the component de�nition level and directlyused by the component. For example, in the memory component of Sect. 2.4an explicit state is used to hold the current memory contents.7.2 ConcurrencyProcesses operate concurrently: evaluation is time-sliced between them. Eachprocess is a separate evaluation with a private stack. Processes may share por-tions of the heap, and if two processes share an expression it is evaluated atmost once. To ensure the integrity of the heap, a context-switch can only occurat certain points in the execution of a process, such as after a message has beensent.7.3 SchedulingWhen �rst created, a process is initialising. A process that has tried to receivewhen there are no messages waiting for it is suspended. The rest are running.Initialising processes are kept in a FIFO queue, and move to the running queuewhen they are about to receive or emit a message. Running processes are kept ina queue, ordered according to the number of messages waiting for them. Suspen-ded processes are kept in a suspended list (in no particular order). Suspendedprocesses that receive a message are moved to the running queue.Whenever there is a change of context, the scheduler picks a process to beevaluated. Processes do not have a priority, but are scheduled according to thenumber of messages waiting for each process. The scheduler picks the top processfrom the initialising queue. If there are no processes initialising, then it picks thetop process from the running queue. If there are no running processes, then noprocess is evaluated until a process becomes available on the running queue |for example, as a result of some user-input. After a running process has beenevaluated to a point where a change of context can occur, it moves down therunning queue to just below the lowest process with the same number of messageswaiting. This has the e�ect that processes with the same number of messageswaiting are chosen in a round-robin fashion.



This strategy was chosen to minimise the build-up of messages in wires.However, a situation could arise where a group of components starve those withfewer messages by communicating heavily with each other. In practice we havenot seen this happen, but the risk could be reduced by including in the schedulingdecision the length of time since a process last had a time-slot.7.4 I/O Device Primitive ComponentsI/O devices such as the screen and mouse are implemented as primitive com-ponents. For each output pin of an I/O component (ie. input to the program),the wire-number2 is noted so that when some input becomes available it is inser-ted into the relevant wire, ready to be received by the component at the otherend. For the input pins of an I/O component (ie. output from the program), a Cfunction is attached to the wire that will be called whenever a message arrives atthe component. The message becomes an argument to the C function. Wheneverthe scheduler is called to make a change of context, it �rst calls a routine thatpolls to deliver any input (eg. mouse-click) to the relevant wire.8 Related WorkThere are many examples of work relating to message-passing concurrency infunctional languages. One of the earliest is [Kar81]. One of the most recentis [JH93]. This system has a common ancestor with the system described in[WR95]. A few are concerned with the use of concurrency in programming ap-plications with GUIs:{ Fudgets [CH93] behave in many respects like concurrent processes, but areactually implemented in a sequential language by exploiting the fact thatFudgets are restricted to one input and one output for messages, and mustobserve the Fudget Law. This makes composing and re-using Fudgets com-plicated. Fudgets are implemented in the lazy functional language Haskell.For a more detailed review, see [NR94].{ eXene [GR93] is an interface to The X Windows System, making full use oflight-weight concurrent threads in the language (based on the strict func-tional language SML). It supports synchronous operations as �rst-class val-ues, so new synchronisation abstractions can be built. The system is welldeveloped and supports most of the functionality of The X Windows Sys-tem.{ Erlang [AWV93] is a programming language for communicating processes,with an interface to The X Window System, used for programming real-time and control systems. The language borrows ideas from functional andconcurrent languages, though it does not feature lazy evaluation or type-checking and is not a pure language.2 Internally, a wire is identi�ed by an integer



{ Pict [PRT93] is based on the �-calculus, so concurrency is central to thelanguage. An interface to the The X Windows System is under development.{ Concurrent Clean [AP93] is a lazy functional language in which unique typesare used to allow side-e�ecting I/O functions to operate safely. An inter-face to the The X Windows System is provided, using a system similar tocallbacks and relying heavily on a global state for communication betweenelements of the program. More details can be found in [NR94].{ The Haggis system ([FJ95]) is based on a concurrent version of Haskell([Jon95]) and features interface parts that are composable, extensible andconcurrent. Communication between parts is achieved through synchronisedaccess to shared memory.Gadget Gofer is closest to the Fudgets system. It builds on the strengthsof Fudgets by removing the restriction on channels per process: this simpli�esthe task of composing processes. It also untangles the interface layout fromthe communication structure of the application. The communication channelsin Gadget Gofer are �rst class values, increasing the expressive power of thelanguage.9 Conclusions and Future WorkWe have implemented an extension to a lazy functional language that gives usconcurrent processes that communicate by passing messages via an unrestric-ted number of pins. This enables us to de�ne independent components that aresimple to compose, and program structures that are easy to change. Screen lay-out is independent of application communication structures, unlike the Fudgetssystem where layout and communication are closely tied. A screen manager builtfrom the same components allows us to make good use of laziness and abstractionin de�ning interfaces. A small library of components and Gadgets, along withseveral example applications (such as the Explode game) have demonstrated thesuccess of the system.With the recent rise in popularity of the use of monads to encapsulate I/O(and more generally state-transformers) in lazy functional languages, why didwe choose to use CPS? The reason is partly due to history | our system isbased on some earlier work incorporating processes into a functional languagethat used CPS | and partly because the nature of continuation-based programsenables us to simplify the process implementation. However, we would like tobene�t from the use of lazy state threads [LPJ94]. It is not yet clear whether thiswould require us to change from CPS to the monadic style of combinators andI/O, or whether we could implement lazy state threads under CPS.There are shortcomings of the current implementation. For example, thecreator of a component cannot destroy it at some later stage; each process can



only end its operation of its own accord. A component cannot select a subset ofits input pins to receive the next message from, but must be ready to receive amessage from any input at all times. We have found situations where it wouldbe useful to wait for a message from a particular pin or subset of pins beforereceiving any messages from the rest. A revised rx construct could permit guardsfor only a subset of the input pins.Generating user interfaces for applications is simpli�ed a great deal by the useof higher-order functions provided in a library (like sequence) and written forparticular applications (like grid), but the job of wiring together compositionsstill seems a little low-level. We plan to write an application (using Gadgetsof course) to allow a programmer to piece together an interface of ready-builtcomponents graphically, connecting pins with wires by clicking on them, andplacing Gadgets by dragging them across the screen. This should speed up thedevelopment of Gadget programs; it will also serve as a further application study.The creation of wires and components in a composition is dynamic, but thisis not immediately apparent because it is the �rst and only thing a composingprocess does. A more interesting case is where a component creates anothercomponent in response to receiving a message. We hope to explore this possibilitymore fully in due course.10 AcknowledgementsWe thank Malcolm Wallace, Roger Took, Sigbj�rn Finne, the anonymous PLILPreferees and others from the universities of York, Bristol, Glasgow and Kent,whose comments on this system have helped to shape its development.References[AP93] P. Achten and R. Plasmeijer. The Beauty and the Beast, 93.[AvGP92] P. M. Achten, J. H. G. van Gronigen, and M. J. Plasmeijer. High levelspeci�cation of I/O in functional languages. In Fifth Annual GlasgowWorkshop of Functional Programming, Ayr 6th-8th July 1992., July 1992.[AWV93] J. Armstrong, M. Williams, and R. Virding. Concurrent Programming inErlang. Prentice-Hall, 1993.[CH93] M. Carlsson and T. Hallgren. Fudgets - a graphical user interface in alazy functional language. In Functional Programming and Computer Ar-chitectures, pages 321{330. ACM Press, June 1993.[FJ95] Sigbj�rn Finne and Simon Peyton Jones. Composing Haggis. In Proceed-ings of the Fifth Eurographics Workshop on Programming Paradigms inComputer Graphics, Maastrict, Netherlands, September 1995.[GR93] Emden R. Gansner and John H. Reppy. A Multithreaded Higher-orderUser Interface Toolkit. User Interface Software: Software Trends, 1:61{80, 1993.
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